Abstract. We analyze a queueing system in which customers can call in to request service. A proportion, say 1 ; p of them on their arrival test the availability o f t h e s e r v er. If the server is free the customer enters service immediately. Otherwise, if the service system is occupied, the customer joins a source of unsatis ed customers called the orbit. The remaining p proportion of the initial customers enter the orbit directly, without examining the state of the server. We consider two models characterized by the discipline governing the order of re-requests for service from the orbit. First, all the customers from the orbit apply at a xed rate. Secondly, customers from the orbit are discouraged and reduce their rate of demand as more customers join the orbit. The arrival at and the demands from the orbit are both assumed to be according to the Poisson Process. However, the service times for both primary customers and customers from the orbit are assumed to have a general distribution. We calculate several characteristic quantities of these queueing systems.
Introduction
The retrial queues are characterized by waiting customers who, unlike ordinary queues, cannot be in continuous contact with the server, but can only call in to test the state of the server. If the server is free the service commences immediately. Otherwise, if the server is engaged, the customer produces a source of unsatis ed customers, call orbit customers, who may re-apply several times for service. We assume the customers requesting service from outside arrive according to the Poisson process with rate , join orbit directly with probability p and test the availability o f the server with probability 1 ;p. If the server is available the arrival enters service, otherwise it has to join the orbit and reinitiate its request later. Previously, see for example Keilson and Kooharian 6] , Keilson et al 5] and Falin 2] , the case of p = 0 only has been considered and the aim of this paper is to give the arrival the option of joining the orbit or testing the availability o f t h e s e r v er.
The customers in orbit seek service at subsequent e p o c hs until they nd the server free and then enter service. The intervals separating a customer "look-in" epoch will be assumed to be exponentially distributed with parameter n , when the orbit size is n. We consider two cases characterized by n , the orbit discipline, see also Conolly 1] for a similar work on state dependent arrivals. Firstly the case of xed rate of re-applying for service, that is n , which for p = 0 dominate previous works in the subject, see 3] for a survey and 8] for the latest development. Secondly, 6 K. FARAHMAND AND N. COOKE the case of discouraged repeated demands, n =n, i n w h i c h the customers from orbit are relaxed, and are prepared to reduce their rate of service as more customers join the orbit. For p = 0 this case was studied in Farahmand 4] which contains the theoretical motivation of the subject as well as the computer representations and communication networks application of the above structure. In addition our models could arise naturally in the following circumstances. First our model can be seen in the context of ordinary M/G/1 queues in which the server takes a vacation upon each completion of service. The vacations are terminated according to an exponential distribution with parameter n , or interrupted by a proportion p of newly arrived customers. That is (1 ; p) of new arrivals do not wish or do not have t h e priority t o i n terrupt the server's vacation and join the orbit directly on arrival. Also the case of discouraged repeated demand, n = =ncould be looked upon as a FCFS or LCFS discipline in orbit. For this model the customers in orbit form a queue in which only one at the head of the queue could apply for service. It reinitiates its demand at intervals assumed to be exponentially distributed with parameter , till it nds the server free. For this model, also the newly arrived customers have an option to join the head or end of the queue with probability p or examining the state of the server on his arrival.
The service times x for both the primary customers and the customers from the orbit are assumed to be independent and to have a common probability distribution function A(x). When A(x) i s c o n tinuous with probability density a(x) t h e n a(x) = (x) e x p ;
where (x) is the conditional completion rate for service at time x. Let W n (x t) be the joint probability density that there are n customers in orbit at epoch t and a customer is present in service who has been there for time x. It is shown in 5] that G(u x t) = P 1 n=0 u n W n (x t) the generating function of W n (x t) satis es the following relation G(u x t) = G(u 0 t ; x) expf ux ; x ; N(x)g:
(1.2) We shall now consider separately each o f t h e t wo cases mentioned earlier.
Fixed rate of repeated demands
First we consider a case that allows each customer in the orbit to apply for service with a constant r a t e . Let p n (t) be the probability t h a t at epoch t the server is SINGLE RETRIAL QUEUES WITH SERVICE OPTION ON ARRIVAL 7 idle and n customers are in orbit. It is easy to show that the equations governing this system are dp n (t) dt = ;( + n )p n (t) + p p n;1 (t be the probability that the server is busy and n customers are in orbit at time t.
Let 1 (u) be the generating function of this probability at ergodicity de ned as It is interesting to note that 1 (1) and 1 (1) are only functions of and T and not p and . However, since all the customers are eventually served, it soon becomes obvious that the proportion of time that the server is busy or idle, 1 (1) and 1 (1) , should be the same no matter what values p and have. (c) The average number of "look-ins" per customer To calculate the mean number of "look-ins" per customer, , for each completed service we shall use an argument similar to that for (2.14). In the total interval t n an average of n t n , n 1 "look-ins" from orbit occur and (1 ; p)t n , n 0, new customers apply for service. Hence for su ciently large t 
Measures of e ectiveness

Case of discouraged repeated demands
The equations governing this system are formed in the normal way and using a similar method as x2. We obtain dp n (t) dt = ;( + )p n (t) + p p n;1 (t) + Z 1 0 W n (x t) (x) dx n 1(3.1) dp 0 (t) dt = ; p 0 (t) + Z 1 0 W 0 (x t) (x) dx (3.2) and W n (0 t ) = (1 ; p) p n (t) + p n+1 (t):
Again we assume the system is ergodic, and using (3.1) and (3. Using (3.6.), (3.8) As expected, for p = 0 this result is consistent with that found in Farahmand 4] .
(b) The average waiting time of a customer
The mean waiting time of a customer is given as previously by = n= . Therefore from this and (3.15) the required result is obtained.
(c) The average number of "look-ins" per customer.
Once again, in order to calculate the mean number of "look ins" per customer for each completed service, we use a similar argument to that in the previous corresponding section. In the total time t n in which n customers are waiting, an average of t n , n 1, "look ins" from orbit occur and (1 ; p)t n , n 0, new customers apply for service. Hence for su ciently large t 
Numerical observations
The following graphs shows the relations between the probability p and the expected orbit sizes for both cases of n and n = =n. This expected orbit size is, obviously, smaller for the case of xed rate of repeated demands than for the discouraged case. Indeed, in both cases these expected orbit sizes are an increasing functions of p. However, somehow this increase is more signi cant i n t h e discouraged case. 
